The recent comprehensive numerical study of critical points of the scalar potential of fourdimensional N = 8, SO(8) gauged supergravity using Machine Learning software in [1] has led to a discovery of a new N = 1 vacuum with a triality-invariant SO(3) symmetry. Guided by the numerical data for that point, we obtain a consistent SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation of the N = 8 theory to an N = 1 supergravity with three chiral multiplets. Critical points of the truncated scalar potential include both the N = 1 point as well as two new non-supersymmetric and perturbatively unstable points not found by previous searches. Studying the structure of the submanifold of SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant supergravity scalars, we find that it has a simple interpretation as a submanifold of the 14-dimensional Z 3 2 -invariant scalar manifold (SU(1, 1)/U(1)) 7 , for which we find a rather remarkable superpotential whose structure matches the single bit error correcting (7, 4) Hamming code. This 14-dimensional scalar manifold contains approximately one quarter of the known critical points. We also show that there exists a smooth supersymmetric domain wall which interpolates between the new N = 1 AdS 4 solution and the maximally supersymmetric AdS 4 vacuum. Using holography, this result indicates the existence of an N = 1 RG flow from the ABJM SCFT to a new strongly interacting conformal fixed point in the IR.
Introduction
The four-dimensional gauged supergravity of de Wit and Nicolai [2] has proven to be a remarkably rich theory with a plethora of applications. It has an SO(8) gauge group and the maximal N = 8 supersymmetry. Much of the interesting physics in this theory arises from a highly nontrivial potential for the 70 scalar fields. It is perhaps fair to say that unlocking that physics is tantamount to understanding the structure of the potential. In particular, it has been a long standing problem to determine all of its critical points, which lead to AdS 4 vacuum solutions of the theory.
A systematic study of the nontrivial critical points, that is other than the maximally supersymmetric SO(8)-invariant one with vanishing scalar fields, was initiated in [3, 4] , where several includes the mass spectra of small fluctuations and unbroken (super)symmetries. It is expected that this list of critical points should be nearly complete.
Perhaps the most interesting result of the search in [1] is a discovery of yet another N = 1 supersymmetric critical point, S1384096, which is invariant under a triality symmetric SO(3) subgroup of the SO(8) gauge group. Moreover, this point gives rise to the only new AdS 4 solution that is perturbatively stable. Therefore, it is most interesting to understand how to construct it using a more analytic approach. This is our goal in this paper.
The numerical data for the N = 1 critical point, S1384096, in [1] point towards additional symmetry, which we identify as a discrete Z 2 subgroup of the SO(8) gauge group. The resulting SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation of the N = 8 supergravity can be constructed analytically. Its bosonic sector consists of the metric and three complex scalar fields. Despite the small scalar sector, the potential in this truncation has 15 inequivalent critical points with S1384096 amongst them. Surprisingly, two of those 15 critical points, S2096313 and S2443607, were not found by the numerical search in [1] and thus they represent new AdS 4 vacua. However, they are not supersymmetric and are perturbatively unstable.
We also study some of the properties of the supersymmetric point S1384096, in more detail. In particular, we compute the mass spectrum of excitations for all bosonic and fermionic fields of the N = 8 supergravity around this point. Using holography, we map it to the spectrum of operators in the dual N = 1 three-dimensional SCFT, which are then organized into multiplets of N = 1 superconformal symmetry. Our explicit analytic construction of the truncation with three complex scalar fields also allows us to initiate the study of the web of holographic RG flows connecting the four supersymmetric critical points in this model. We find explicit domain wall solutions which interpolate between S1384096 and the maximally supersymmetric critical point of the N = 8 supergravity.
In the next section we discuss two SO(3)-and SO(3)×Z 2 -invariant truncations of the maximal supergravity. In Section 3 we show that the new N = 1 AdS 4 solution found in [1] corresponds to a critical point in the SO(3)×Z 2 -invariant truncation. In Section 4, we apply the same numerical technique as in [1] to the potential in the SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation and find the total of 15 critical points that also include two non-supersymmetric and perturbatively unstable ones that were missed by previous searches. We show how other well-known critical points arise in our truncation. In Section 6 we perform a preliminary study of the holographic RG flows to the new N = 1 point. In Section 7 we present an N = 1 supergravity truncation of the maximal supergravity with 7 complex scalar fields which contains all perturbatively stable critical points. We conclude with some comments in Section 8. Some group theory details, the full spectrum of four-dimensional supergravity fields around the new N = 1 AdS 4 vacuum, as well as more details on the two new non-supersymmetric critical points are given in the appendices.
A consistent truncation
The starting point of our analytic search for the new N = 1 critical point, S1384096, is the precise information about its symmetry that is given, together with the numerical data for the position of the point and the spectrum of supergravity fluctuations, in [1] . Specifically, we know that S1384096 lies within an SO(3)-invariant sector of the 70-dimensional scalar manifold, E 7 (7) /(SU(8)/Z 2 ), of the N = 8 supergravity. The particular SO(3) symmetry is identified as the triality invariant subgroup of the SO(8) gauge group specified by the following branchings of the three fundamental representations:
(2.1)
Using the standard group theory summarized in Appendix A, this completely determines the embedding of that SO(3) into both SO(8) and E 7 (7) at the level of Lie algebras:
Indeed, those embeddings are confirmed by the U(1) × U(1) unbroken gauge symmetry and the the presence of 8 + 2 = 10 scalar fluctuations 2 that are SO(3) singlets in the N = 8 supergravity spectrum around that point. It follows from (2.2) that the scalar manifold spanned by the SO(3)-invariant scalars is the
In fact, keeping track of all invariant fields in the N = 8 supergravity, one finds that the (consistent) SO(3)-invariant truncation is to a four-dimensional N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to an Abelian vector multiplet and two hypermultiplets. The scalars in the hyper and the vector multiplets parametrize the first and second factor in (2.3), respectively. While considerably simpler than the full N = 8 theory, this truncation is still too complicated to effectively work with. The crucial hint that allows us to further simplify the analytic search for S1384096 comes from the numerical values of the scalar fields at that point. It has been observed in [1] that one can specify the position of this point in terms of 6 independent scalars when using a certain parametrization of the E 7(7) /SU (8) coset. This suggests the presence of an additional discrete symmetry that might allow further truncation of the scalar manifold to a smaller subspace.
To identify that discrete symmetry we will use the standard parametrization of the scalar manifold of the N = 8 theory in which the scalar 56-bein is given by [25, 2] 
where the scalar fields, φ ijkl , are components of a complex selfdual 4-form in R 8 , 5) and the indices i, j, . . . transform in the 8 v representation of SO(8). To simplify the notation, the wedge product above will be denoted by dx ijkl . We take the SO(3) symmetry of the truncation to act diagonally on the indices (123) and (456) with the singlets (7) and (8) . The invariant forms under this action are spanned by:
where ω a = s 2a−1 + i s 2a , a = 1, 2, 3 , ϑ j = t 2j−1 + i t 2j , j = 1, 2 .
(2.8)
Each Φ (α) contains a scalar and a pseudoscalar that parametrize an SU(1, 1)/U(1) coset. The SU(1, 1) subalgebras of E 7(7) generated by Φ (1) , Φ (2) and Φ (3) mutually commute as do the two subalgebras corresponding to Φ (4) and Φ (5) . The Φ (1) , Φ (2) , Φ (4) and Φ (5) correspond to the noncompact generators of G 2(2) and Φ (3) to the SU(1, 1) that commutes with that G 2 (2) . This truncation contains the smaller SU(3)-invariant truncation used by Warner [4] and more recently discussed in [26] . It is obtained by setting ω 1 = −ω 2 and ϑ 1 = −ϑ 2 , which results in the noncompact group SU(2, 1) × SU(1, 1).
Using the numerical data for S1384096 in [1] , we find that, modulo a suitable SO(8) gauge rotation, the critical point of the potential lies within the 6-dimensional subspace spanned by Φ (1) , Φ (2) and Φ (3) . We also find that the fluctuation of the gravitino field, ψ µ 8 , remains massless as required by the unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry. Consider the following discrete symmetry
Clearly, g S is an SO(8) rotation that does not belong to the SO(3) symmetry subgroup. Under the action of g S , the forms in (2.6) are even while the ones in (2.7) are odd, and the correct supersymmetry is preserved. This provides us with an additional discrete symmetry for the truncation to 6 scalar fields, where the truncation simply amounts to setting
In the next section we will confirm directly that the critical point S1384096 indeed lies in the SO(3) × Z 2 invariant sector, where the Z 2 is generated by the SO(8) rotation g S . To summarize, we have been led by the group theory and numerical data to consider a SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation of the N = 8 d = 4 supergravity with the scalar coset
The first two factors above are embedded in the first factor in (2.3) and the last factor above corresponds to the second factor in (2.3). The resulting theory is an N = 1 d = 4 supergravity coupled to 3 scalar multiplets. The N = 8 fields that remain in this truncation are indicated by the star in Tables B.1-B.4.
To recast the bosonic sector of this N = 1 d = 4 supergravity in a canonical form [27] , we use the usual complex coordinates, z a , on each SU(1, 1)/U(1). First set
with the s a given in (2.8), and then define z a = tanh( 1 2 λ a ) e i ϕa , a = 1, 2, 3 .
(2.13)
In this parametrization of the scalar fields, the bosonic Lagrangian of the truncated fourdimensional supergravity is given by
The scalar kinetic term is determined by the Kähler metric of the coset (2.11) with Kähler potential
where the integer coefficients of the logarithms are the embedding indices of the numerator SU(1, 1)'s in (2.11) in E 7 (7) . The Kähler metric and its inverse are defined by
The potential can be succinctly written as
where the holomorphic superpotential is 4 18) and the Kähler covariant derivative is given by
3 The new N = 1 critical point
In this section we will look first for those critical points of the potential (2.17) that preserve the N = 1 (or more) supersymmetry of our truncation. The expectation is that those points should include the new supersymmetric point, S1384096. Supersymmetric critical points correspond to the "covariant extrema" of the holographic superpotential (2.18) satisfying ∇ a W = 0 , ∇bW = 0 , a,b = 1, 2, 3 . It is easy to check that any solution to (3.1) is also a critical point of the potential (2.17).
In the domain |z a | < 1, (3.1) unpack to the following system of septic polynomial equations
plus the three complex conjugate equations. Finding all solutions to the system (3.2) analytically, if feasible at all, will require techniques that go beyond what is employed in the present article. However, one can fully analyze (3.2) using standard numerical routines such as NSolve[·] in Mathematica [28] . In this way we recover three known supersymmetric critical points with the SO(8), G 2 and SU(3) × U(1) invariance, respectively. As we discuss in Section 4.2, each can be found analytically by performing a further truncation that reduces (3.2) to a simpler system. We also find four numerical solutions at approximately
The value of the potential at these points is
which is the same as at S1384096 in [1] .
As we discuss in more detail in Appendix C, there is a residual action of the SO(8) gauge symmetry on the coset (2.11). Indeed, solutions in the two columns in (3.3) are related by the rotation, g H , defined in (C.3). In turn, solutions within each column are related by complex conjugation. This degeneracy is expected given the corresponding invariance of the system of equations in (3.1) or, equivalently, (3.2). However, those complex conjugate solutions are not related by an SO(8) rotation and thus represent two distinct critical points of the potential in the N = 8 supergravity. 5 To complete the identification of the solutions (3.3) with the new supersymmetric point, S1384096, and its complex conjugate, S1384096, in [1] , one can also perform an explicit change of variables (D.1) accompanied by an SO(8) rotation.
The critical values (3.3) of the coordinates, z a , a = 1, 2, 3, can be efficiently determined to an arbitrary precision from the roots of the following system of integer coefficient polynomials: Polynomials P Re za (x) and P Im za (y), a = 1, 2, have precisely two real roots, ±x * a , and one real root, y * a , respectively, such that z a = x * a + i y * a , x * a , y * a > 0, lie in the unit disk. Similarly, P Re z 3 (x) and P Im z 3 (y) have one real root, x * 3 , and two real roots, ±y * 3 , y * 3 > 0, with |z * 3 | < 1. Then
are the four solutions to (3.1) that we found above in (3.3). By acting on these solutions with the SO(8) rotation g C defined in (C.3), we obtain 4 additional solutions that exhaust the critical points of the potential (2.17) with this critical value. Those 8 critical points of (2.17) represent two different critical points of the N = 8 supergravity.
The exact value of the potential at these critical points is given by the negative real root of the following polynomial [1] ,
The mass spectra of the fermion and scalar fluctuations of N = 8 supergravity are the same around each of the points and have been obtained as part of the numerical search in [1] . Those results are summarized in Tables B.2, B.4 and B.1 in Appendix B. In particular, the presence of a single unit mass gravitino mode in the spectrum shows that there is N = 1 unbroken supersymmetry. In Appendix B we also find the masses of the fluctuations of the vector fields, which allows us to verify explicitly that the entire spectrum of operators in the dual three-dimensional superconformal field theory can be arranged into multiplets of the N = 1 superconformal algebra, osp(1|4). This provides a nontrivial consistency test for the calculation of the spectra and of the unbroken supersymmetry.
All critical points of the truncated potential
Although the truncated potential (2.17) can be written in a closed analytic form, to determine all of its critical points we have to resort to numerical methods outlined in Section 5. Here, we summarize the results of that search, which yielded critical points with 15 different values of the cosmological constant, including the two new ones that were not captured by the search in [1] .
Given a critical point at (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ), the reality of the potential implies that there is another (conjugate) critical point at (z 1 ,z 2 ,z 3 ). In Appendix C, we argue that unless z 3 is real, the two points are not related by an SO(8) rotation and thus represent two distinct critical points of the potential in the N = 8 supergravity. In addition, we show that each point in the coset (2.11) lies on an orbit of the discrete subgroup of SO(8) that preserves the coset. This discrete subgroup is generated by the rotations g H and g C defined in (C.3). Generically, the corresponding orbit through a point (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) consists of 4 points:
obtained by applying the rotations 1, g H , g C and g H g C , respectively. Clearly, when z 1 and z 2 (z 1 z 2 = 0) are both either real or imaginary, that orbit degenerates to just two points. For some points we also find additional discrete SO(8) rotations (C.1) that preserve the coset (2.11) at that particular point giving rise to additional critical points of the potential (2.17).
The end result is that for each critical value of the potential (2.17) at (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ), there are either two orbits or a single orbit of critical points, namely (4.1) and its complex conjugate, or just (4.1) when z 3 is real. In N = 8 supergravity those SO(8) orbits correspond two "conjugate" critical points, Sn 1 . . . n 7 and Sn 1 . . . n 7 , or a single point, Sn 1 . . . n 7 , respectively.
All points in this section have at least an SO(3) symmetry, which is the continuous symmetry of the truncation. We should note that there are other critical points in [1] that are SO(3)invariant: S0847213, S1075828, S1195898, S1271622, S2503105 . However, their symmetry is incompatible with the symmetry of our truncation since it corresponds to a different embedding of SO(3) in SO (8) .
In the following we list all the critical points of the potential (2.17). For each point we give its location, the value of the potential, the continuous symmetry, and the SO(8) rotations for the orbit(s). All but two of those points were discovered in previous searches as indicated by the references where they first appeared. For all but two points the location and the critical value of the potential are known in either a closed analaytic form or via a minimal polynomial. In some cases where the explicit analytic form is too involved, we omit it.
The mass spectra of scalar fluctuations around the known points can be found in [1] . 7 For the two new points, the mass spectra are given in Appendix D. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the only perturbatively stable points, that is with the scalar masses satisfying the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound [29] , are the supersymmetric ones and the non-supersymmetric SO(3) × SO(3)-invariant point, S1400000. In particular, both new points are perturbatively unstable. Overall, for the solutions S0668740, S0698771, S0800000, and S1424025, all instabilities in this truncation are due to modes that are not SO(3) singlets and thus can be seen only within the full N = 8 supergravity. For the SU(4)-invariant solution S0800000 this observed previously in [26] .
The critical points
Symmetry: SO(7) − , N = 0. Orbits: 1, g H . 
Comment: This point is non-supersymmetric, but perturbatively stable [14] .
S1424025 [20] z 1 ≈ 0.4490422 + 0.4843455 i , 
Subtruncations
The locations of the critical points above suggest a number of futher truncations to simpler subsectors. In particular we have the G 2 -invariant truncation, which in the parametrization used in [34] is obtained by setting
The superpotential and the Kähler potential reduce then to
Within this truncation one finds 6 critical points: the SO(8) point, S0600000, the SO(7) + point, S0668740, the SO(7) − points, S0698771 and S0698771, and the G 2 points, S0719157 and S0719157.
Other simple truncations to one complex scalar field are the SO(4) × SO(4)-invariant truncation obtained by setting 46) and the SU(3) × U(1) 2 -invariant truncation
Although there are no critical points other than the maximally supersymmetric S0600000 one, those truncations admit nontrivial generalizations of the RG flows dual to three dimensional field theories with interfaces [34] .
Numerical searches -an outline of the method
The TensorFlow code that was published alongside [1] is readily adapted to search for critical points not on the full 70-dimensional scalar manifold but on submanifolds that are invariant under some residual symmetry, such as the six-dimensional space studied here. As for the unconstrained problem, one starts from some random linear combination of the six E 7 (7) generators that is sufficiently close to the origin for the numerical value of the potential to still be reliable, and then numerically minimizes the violation of the (un-truncated) stationarity-condition.
This way, one manages to discover all the critical points on the scalar manifold listed in Section 4.1 after about 10 000 such iterations. We observe that some tweaks to the code as published can improve search efficiency further. In particular, it turns out to be beneficial to not use a second order numerical optimization method (such as BFGS) directly, but to first perform a few hundred gradient descent steps per iteration before switching to such a more advanced method. Intuitively, if a second order optimization method gets to see from the start a sum of stationarity-violation contributions having very different scale, it will tend to be mostly sensitive to the most important contribution's second order approximation and hence in its first few steps move to very similar positions on the manifold, counteracting the need for good exploration.
Even with such tricks, the TensorFlow based search is fundamentally only a probabilistic method that converges to the various critical points with very uneven likelihood. So, it might be conceivable that, even with much computational effort, some critical points remain undiscovered. It hence makes sense to look for alternative approaches to the problem of finding critical points of algebraic functions (or, equivalently, intersections of algebraic varieties) on spaces of moderate dimension.
While simple techniques based on interval arithmetic or affine arithmetic appear too limited to conveniently study the restricted six-dimensional potential at hand, this problem is still well within reach of modern computational algebraic geometry.
For a task like this, one will typically want to first employ a modern computational algebraic geometry package such as [35] to reduce/factorize the problem, and then use an adaptive-precision homotopy continuation solver such as Bertini2 [36] that uses the algorithm described in [37] to systematically find solutions of the generalized problem with complex coordinates. These solutions then have to be filtered, discarding all those with non-real coordinates. Depending on the difficulty of the task, computations may take hours to days with Bertini2, and while this approach might hypothetically still miss some solutions, this is not observed to happen in practice.
These numerical algebraic geometry methods found the same list of critical points for our six-scalar model as the TensorFlow based search. We also note that for the eight-dimensional scalar manifold studied in [38] , the same numerical methods manage to reproduce the list of critical points presented in that publication without uncovering additional ones 8 .
For all critical points listed in Section 4, with two exceptions, one can obtain algebraic expressions for their location, the potential, and other physical properties via inverse symbolic computation (i.e. employing the PSLQ algorithm). The exceptions are S1424025 and S2443607. In both cases, there does not seem to be a polynomial of degree no more than 36 with integer coefficients each of magnitude no larger than 10 60 that would have a zero at the value of the potential computed to high accuracy.
Holographic RG flows
The truncation derived in Section 2 makes it feasible to study explicitly supersymmetric holographic RG flows to the new N = 1 critical point. For other supersymmetric critical points that lie within our truncation such flows have been constructed previously in [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
The RG flows we are interested in are given by domain wall solutions of the BPS equations in N = 8 d = 4 supergravity with the metric of the form
where ds 2 1,2 is the metric on the three-dimensional Minkowski space. Setting the supersymmetry variations of the supergravity fermion fields to zero, the standard analysis, see e.g. [43] , yields the following system of BPS equations:
for the dependence of the scalar fields, z a andz a , and the metric function, A, on the radial coordinate. 9 In an N = 1 theory these equations are completely determined by the Kähler potential and the superpotential of the truncated model as indeed they are in (6.2) and (6.3). The choice of sign in (6.2) reflects the freedom to choose the sign of the radial coordinate r in (6.1). In the calculations below we choose the upper sign in (6.2). It follows from the discussion in Sections 3 and 4 that the system of ODEs (6.2) has critical points at the SO(8) vacuum S0600000, the G 2 vacua S0719157, the SU(3) × U(1) vacuum S0779422, as well as the new N = 1 SO(3) vacuum S1384096. The expectation is that there should be a web of domain wall solutions corresponding to RG flows between the superconformal fixed points of the dual ABJM theory. Indeed, in a simpler setting that included the first three points only, families of such flows were constructed explicitly in [43] .
To study these domain wall solutions it proves convenient to split the complex scalar fields, z a , into their real and imaginary parts, z a = x a + i y a , a = 1, 2, 3. At each critical point, the real fields, (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) and (x 3 , y 3 ), collectively denoted by φ α , α = 1, . . . , 6, have the asymptotic expansions φ α (r) = A αβ e −δ β r/L + . . . , where L is the radius of the corresponding AdS 4 solution determined by the value of the potential P at a given critical point. The exponents δ α are related to the scaling dimensions, ∆ α , of the dual operators by
The BPS equations (6.2) can be integrated numerically and, as expected, we find families of domain wall solutions interpolating between the SO (8) Similarly, there are supersymmetric triangular RG flows, see Figure 6 .2, interpolating between the SO(8), the SU(3) × U(1), and the G 2 critical points. Those solutions were first studied in [43] and are also present within the consistent truncation here.
However, using a simple shooting method we were not able to find similar triangular RG flows involving the SO(8), the SU(3) × U(1), and the SO(3) points or for that matter all four supersymmetric points. Indeed, a more exhaustive numerical search using Machine Learning, to be discussed elsewhere, strongly suggests that such RG flows do not exist within our 6-scalar SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation. Still, we suspect that those flows might exist within a larger truncation, perhaps the Z 2 ×Z 2 ×Z 2 -invariant truncation discussed in Section 7, whose remarkable properties make it a compelling candidate to look at.
To interpret this web of RG flows in the dual ABJM SCFT, it is convenient to employ the N = 1 superspace language and, using the same notation as in [43] , consider the following combinations of the eight chiral superfields, Then the deformation of the ABJM superpotential, new N = 1 vacuum S1384096. Note that for m 3 = 0 we recover the RG flows to the G 2 and SU(3) × U(1) critical points discussed in [43] .
invariant truncation
A lesson one should draw from the construction of the critical point S1384096 above, as well as from a similar construction in [14] of the N = 1 supersymmetric critical point, S1200000, which is not captured by our truncation, is that discrete symmetries may lead to simple, explicit truncations of the N = 8 supergravity that are accessible analytically. In both of these constructions, the scalar manifold of the truncated theory is simply a product of three Poincaré disks, SU(1, 1)/U(1). One may note that the same coset arises in the so-called STU-model with a particularly simple superpotential [44] . Observing that in our construction, two of the three SU(1, 1) factors are embedded non-regularly into E 7 (7) , it seems suggestive to try interpreting the subspace studied here as originating from a collapsing of roots, starting from the maximal number of regularly embedded SU(1, 1)'s. Both the enlargement of SU(1, 1) × SU(1, 1) to G 2(2) when dropping the Z 2 symmetry (which is obtained from SO(8) by collapsing three roots) as well as the coefficients in the Kähler potential (2.15) suggest that one should look for a regular embedding of SU(1, 1) ×7 into E 7 (7) . The remarkable properties of this subgroup have been discussed in the context of qubit entanglement and black holes, cf. [45] and subsequent research, with a comprehensive review in [46] . It turns out that an N = 1 supersymmetric truncation with the scalar manifold given by the product of 7 Poincaré disks, SU(1, 1) U(1) 7 , (7.1)
can be obtained using a discrete Z 2 ×Z 2 ×Z 2 ⊂ SO(8) symmetry. It can be constructed explicitly as follows.
Consider the S ≡ Z 2 × Z 2 × Z 2 group generated by the following SO(8) rotations: 1, −1, −1, 1, 1, −1, −1) , −1, 1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1) ,
The non-identity elements of this group are naturally labelled by the 7 points on the Fano plane (see, e.g., [47] )
such that the product along each line is the identity. It is straightforward to verify explicitly that the Lie subalgebra of e 7 (7) invariant under S is precisely su(1, 1) ⊕7 , with the compact generators, h a , of u(1) ⊕7 given by the matrices h a = i h a , a = 1, . . . , 7 in (7.3). Note that the generators h j are orthogonal to so(8) in su (8) . Since each su(1, 1) corresponds to a complex scalar field in the truncation, there is a natural identification of the resulting 7 complex scalars, ζ a , with the points on the Fano plane, ζ a ←→ h a = i h a , a = 1, . . . , 7 . (7.4)
As in Section 2, the superpotential can be read off from the eigenvalue of the A 1 ij tensor along the unbroken supersymmetry. A direct calculation yields the result W Z 3 2 = ζ 1 ζ 2 ζ 3 ζ 4 ζ 5 ζ 6 ζ 7 + ζ 1 ζ 3 ζ 4 ζ 5 + ζ 1 ζ 2 ζ 6 ζ 5 + ζ 2 ζ 4 ζ 7 ζ 5 + ζ 3 ζ 6 ζ 7 ζ 5 + ζ 2 ζ 3 ζ 4 ζ 6 + ζ 1 ζ 2 ζ 3 ζ 7 + ζ 1 ζ 4 ζ 6 ζ 7 + ζ 1 ζ 2 ζ 4 + ζ 5 ζ 6 ζ 4 + ζ 3 ζ 7 ζ 4 + ζ 2 ζ 3 ζ 5 + ζ 1 ζ 3 ζ 6 + ζ 1 ζ 5 ζ 7 + ζ 2 ζ 6 ζ 7 + 1 ,
where each cubic term, together with the complementary quartic term, 10 corresponds to one of the 7 lines in the Fano plane. Even more remarkably, the terms in this polynomial match the 16 code words in the single-error-correcting (7,4) Hamming code [48] . From the kinetic terms, or equivalently from the same embedding indices of su(1, 1)'s in e 7 (7) , we find the canonical Kähler potential
This completely specifies the truncation with the scalar potential in this sector given by (2.17).
One can check that all truncations of interest with fewer SU(1, 1)/U(1) factors can be obtained by imposing additional continuous symmetry with respect to some subgroup of SO (8) . This amounts to setting some scalars equal (up to a sign) and/or setting them to zero. For example, the truncation discussed in this paper can obtained by setting
upon which W Z 3 2 reduces to (2.18) and the Kahler potential (7.6) to (2.15) . Similarly, the SO(2) × SO(2) × Z 2 × Z 2 -invariant truncation in [14] is obtained by setting
where ξ i are the scalar fields in [14] . Finally, the superpotential of the STU model is obtained by keeping just one cubic term, for example by setting
A preliminary numerical search has revealed 48 critical points which, as expected, include all 5 supersymmetric points: S0600000, S0719157, S0779422, S1200000, S1384096, and the nonsupersymmetric stable point, S1400000. It is clear that this truncation should be the natural arena to study the holographic RG flows between the supersymmetric critical points and to look for the interplay between the structure of the critical points and the underlying octonion structure in the truncation. For further details we refer the reader to the follow up publication [49] .
Conclusions
In this paper we presented an explicit construction of a new AdS 4 vacuum of N = 8 supergravity which preserves N = 1 supersymmetry. We also discussed the spectrum of all supergravity fields around this vacuum and its relation to operators in the holographically dual CFT. Moreover, we constructed numerical holographic RG flow solutions which interpolate between this new vacuum and other supersymmetric vacua of the N = 8 supergravity.
One interesting outcome of combining an explicit analytic truncation with the numerical methods using TensorFlow or Bertini2 is a discovery of two additional non-supersymmetric and perturbatively unstable AdS 4 vacua that were not identified in the numerical search in [1] . A possible explanation is that the numerical algorithms in [1] were applied to the full 70-dimensional scalar manifold of the N = 8 supergravity whereas here the search could be restricted to a simpler and explicitly known potential that depends on 6 scalars only. This also points to a possible strategy for refining the numerical search by restricting it to scalar submanifolds that are invariant under continuous and/or discrete symmetries of the points that had been found already.
Out of all known AdS 4 vacua in the N = 8 supergravity there are only 6 that are perturbatively stable. The SO(3) × Z 2 supergravity truncation discussed in this paper contains 5 of these vacua. The one not included is the U(1) × U(1) N = 1 vacuum studied in [19, 14] . The larger truncation with 14 scalar fields presented in Section 7 contains all 6 perturbatively stable AdS 4 vacua and therefore is a natural starting point for the study of explicit holographic RG flows between them. In fact, by imposing additional U(1) symmetry, one may further truncate to 10 scalar fields, while preserving all the interesting critical points. At the end such an analysis will elucidate the phase structure of the ABJM SCFT and will provide a rich testing ground for the "µ-theorem" discussed in [50] .
The results presented here and in [1] suggest that one should apply similar techniques to investigate the vacuum structure of other maximal supergravity theories using an amalgam of analytic and numerical methods. Two particularly interesting examples which can be embedded in string theory and have well-understood holographic duals are the N = 8 ISO(7) gauged fourdimensional supergravity [51] and the maximal five-dimensional SO(6) gauged supergravity. We expect to report some preliminary results shortly [52] .
A Some group theory
We use the convention in which the gravitino, ψ µ i , transforms in 8 v , the spin-1/2 fermions are in the 56 v while the scalars and the pseudoscalars in 35 + = 35 s and 35 − = 35 c representations of so (8) . The metric is neutral under so(8) and the gauge field is in the adjoint. The commutant of the so(3) su(2) symmetry algebra in so (8) is u(1) × u (1) . It arises from the following chain of maximal subalgebras:
The corresponding branchings of the so(8) representations relevant for our analysis are as follows: 11
For the vectors, the branching is
For the scalars we have 
To determine the commutant of so(3) in e 7 (7) in (2.2), we also need (A.6) 11 We use the same group theory conventions as in [53] .
Finally for the spin-1/2 fields we have
The singlets under so(3) are the metric, two Abelian gauge fields, 2 spin-3/2 fields, 10 scalars, and 6 spin-1/2 fields. This is precisely the matter contents of a four-dimensional N = 2 gauged supergravity coupled to 1 vector multiplet and 2 full hypermultiplets.
B The full spectrum of N = 8 supergravity
In this appendix we present the masses of all bosonic and fermionic fields of the four-dimensional N = 8 supergravity around the SO(3) invariant N = 1 AdS 4 vacuum, S1384096, studied in the main text. The spectrum of the spin-0, spin-1/2, and spin-3/2 fields and their SO(3) representations were already presented in [1] and is summarized in Table B .1, Table B.2, and Table B .4, respectively. The spin-2 graviton is of course massless and not charged under SO(3) and the spectrum and SO(3) representations of the spin-1 vector fields are presented in Table B .3.
Using the standard AdS/CFT dictionary, see [54] for a review, the spectrum of these fields is mapped to the spectrum of operators in the dual N = 1 SCFT. The conformal dimensions of the dual operators of spin s can be computed using formulae in Table B .5. We use the dimensionless mass mL of the supergravity fields, where L is the AdS 4 scale. We have also indicated a reference where the derivation of each of the formulae can be found.
To understand how the spectrum of supergravity excitations maps to operators in the dual three-dimensional N = 1 SCFT it is useful to recall some aspects of the representation theory of the N = 1 superconformal algebra, see [55] for a recent discussion. Operators in the N = 1 SCFT are labelled by their conformal dimension ∆ and spin s and will be denoted by |∆, s . 12 These operators belong to one of the superconformal multiplets summarized in Table B The supergravity modes corresponding to these operators are the spin-0, spin-1 2 , and spin-1 modes of the corresponding dimension in Table B The supergravity modes corresponding to these operators are the spin-0 and spin-1 2 modes of the corresponding dimension in Table B.1 and Table B .2, respectively.
In addition to the modes discussed above it should be noted that due to the spontaneous breaking of the N = 8 supersymmetry and the so(8) gauge symmetry of the supergravity theory there are spin-0 and spin-1/2 modes that are "eaten" by the usual (super)Higgs mechanism. These are the spin-1/2 modes in the 3rd, 4th and 5th line of Table B .2 as well as the spin-0 mode in the 10th line of Table B .1.
It should also be noted that for spin-0 modes with mass in the range − 9
there is an ambiguity in assigning a conformal dimension of the dual CFT operator. This happens because for both choices of sign in Table B .5 ∆ obeys the unitarity bound. Invoking supersymmetry however uniquely fixes the choice of sign in Table B .5 and we have chosen the only possible sign that allows for organizing the bottom five entries in The N = 1 superconformal multiplets. The first column indicates also the notation for each multiplet used in [55] .
C Discrete SO(8) rotations
Consider the SO(3) subgroup of SO(8) introduced in Section 2. It is straightforward to check that any SO(8) rotation that commutes with this subgroup must be of the form
Choosing the upper sign, we obtain the two parameter family of rotations, g(α, β), corresponding to the U(1) × U(1) gauge group of the N = 2 supergravity of the SO(3)-invariant truncation. For the lower sign, the rotations are given by
where g S is the generator (2.9) of the discrete Z 2 symmetry that defines our truncation. Since the scalar fields s a , a = 1, . . . , 6, are by construction invariant under g S , any residual nontrivial action of the SO(8) subgroup given in (C.1) on the coset (2.11) must come from the U(1) × U(1) transformations that preserve (2.10) . At a generic point in the coset, this leaves a discrete Z 2 × Z 4 subgroup of SO(8) generated by g H ≡ g(0, π) and g C ≡ g(π/2, π/2), which are elements of order 2 and 4, respectively. However, since g 2 C = g(π, π) acts trivially on the coset, we end up with only Z 2 × Z 2 worth of SO (8) rotations that preserve the scalar manifold in the SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation. Those are generated by the transformations g H : (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) −→ (−z 1 , −z 2 , z 3 ) , g C : (z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ) −→ (−z 1 , −z 2 , z 3 ) .
(C.3)
Hence any point in the coset lies on an SO(8) orbit obtained by acting on that point with 1, g H , g C and g H g C . When both z 1 and z 2 are either real or imaginary, the orbit degenerates to two points. At special points of the coset there might be additional rotations, g(α, β), that map it onto another point on the coset. In particular, this happens for two critical points, S0880733 and S1039230, in Section 4, with the special rotations given by g R ≡ g(−3π/4, π/4) and g R ≡ g(−π/4, π/4), respectively.
While both rotations in (C.3) are obviously symmetries of the potential (2.17), only g H preserves the superpotential (2.18) . This is just the reflection of the fact that the second transformation acts nontrivially on the supersymmetry by mapping the N = 1 supergravity given by the SO(3) × Z 2 -invariant truncation to an equivalent one obtained by a different discrete Z 2 symmetry.
Finally, we note that 4-form Φ (3) in (2.6) is invariant under the transformations (C.1). In particular, this implies that z 3 is invariant under the discrete symmetries above.
D New critical points S2096313 and S2443607
In this appendix we present numerical data for the two new critical points, S2096313 and S2443607, in the same format as in [1] . The parametrization of the scalar coset (2.11) in terms of s a , a = 1, . . . , 6 introduced in Section 2 is related to the one in [1] and in the tables below by: 
